Abstract-The transmission of JPEG2000 images over wireless channels is examined using reorganization of the compressed images into error-resilient, product-coded streams. The product-code consists of Turbo-codes and Reed-Solomon codes which are optimized using an iterative process. The generation of the stream to be transmitted is performed directly using compressed JPEG2000 streams. The resulting scheme is tested for the transmission of compressed JPEG2000 images over wireless channels and is shown to outperform other algorithms which were recently proposed for the wireless transmission of images.
Optimized Transmission of JPEG2000
Streams Over Wireless Channels
I. INTRODUCTION
A VARIETY of error-resilient techniques for image transmission have been recently proposed in the literature. Most are based on the state-of-the-art SPIHT [2] source coder which generates embedded bitstreams, i.e., streams in which lower rates are prefixes of higher rates. However, the use of SPIHT appears to have some disadvantages due to its zerotree-based coding methodology. For this reason, other source coding schemes often appear to be preferable [1] , [3] . The specific application of image transmission over wireless channels has deservedly attracted much attention since it requires not only careful design of the coding methodology for the compression of images, but also appropriate selection of the set of channel codes for effective forward-error correction (FEC).
In [4] , the protection of SPIHT streams was achieved using product codes that consist of concatenated RCPC/CRC codes [5] and Reed-Solomon codes [6] . The resulting scheme was tested for image transmission over wireless and memoryless channels. In [7] , a multiple description product code was introduced for the transmission of images over fading channels. The product codes used consisted of an RCPC/CRC concatenated channel code applied on a row-wise basis and a sourcechannel column based on the SPIHT coder and Reed-Solomon erasure-correction codes. An algorithm for unequal error protection (UEP) was also proposed based on ideas initially explored in [8] . In [9] and [10] , a methodology based on Turbo-codes was proposed. The resulting scheme was shown to outperform the method in [7] for image transmission over wireless channels.
In [11] , the SPIHT streams were modified for the robust transmission of images over varying channels. Specifically, the embedded zerotree stream was reordered into packets containing a small set of wavelet coefficient trees. The techniques in [12] were used for the channel coding of the modified source streams.
The resulting coding methodology was tested for the transmission of images over channels which suffer bit errors as well as packet erasures.
In [13] , a real-time optimization algorithm was presented for the transmission of independently decodable packet streams over varying channels. The system utilizes the packetization scheme presented in [14] . In [15] , the system of [13] was improved by replacing the ad-hoc selection of RS and RCPC codes in [4] with an EEP algorithm for fast allocation. A more complete presentation of these works appeared recently in [16] .
In [17] , a general framework was presented for image transmission over packet-erasure network. The presented methodology takes into consideration the dependencies between information in the compressed stream in order to cluster dependent layers and protect them according to their importance.
The system proposed in the present paper is based on the JPEG2000 coder, which is able to generate error-resilient streams. The considered transmission scenarios are over wireless channels producing bit errors according to the Rayleigh distribution. The JPEG2000 coder is used in conjunction with the application of a product code consisting of Turbo codes [18] and Reed-Solomon codes. Due to the systematic form of Turbo codes, the immediate extraction and decoding of source information from the channel-coded stream is possible, if the stream is not corrupted. Whenever the stream is corrupted, the product codes will correct several errors. Uncorrectable errors are localized and the corrupted portion of the stream is discarded.
The optimal allocation of Reed-Solomon symbols is also examined in the present paper and an algorithm for efficient UEP is proposed. The UEP algorithm is based on the formulation of channel packets of constant size, i.e., packets in which the source bytes vary but the sum of source and channel bytes is fixed. This approach admits a fast dynamic programming solution. The resulting robust transmission system is evaluated and is shown to outperform the best-performing known schemes for the transmission of images over wireless channels.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section II, the error-resilient packetization of JPEG2000 streams is described. A channel rate allocation technique is described in Section III. An additional process for source rate reallocation is presented in Section IV. In Section V, experimental results are reported. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. ERROR-RESILIENT CODING IN THE WAVELET DOMAIN

A. JPEG2000 Coder
The JPEG2000 image coder is free of the disadvantages of the SPIHT coder. Unlike SPIHT, which uses hierarchical tree structures for the coding of wavelet coefficients, JPEG2000 is based on independent block coding of wavelet coefficients [19] . The JPEG2000 bitstream is composed by a succession of layers corresponding to codeblocks which are independent, in that their decoding does not require prior decoding of other codeblocks.
In order to achieve an error-resilient bitstream packetization, the initial JPEG2000 bitstream organization was modified so that each packet in the product-code contains information from only one subband and has its own separate header. To this end, the start of packet (SOP) marker [20] was appropriately modified in order to indicate the start of the new packet formation. Furthermore, only one quality layer was considered. The modified stream is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 . It should be noted that after transmission, the decoder will reassemble the modified stream into a fully compatible JPEG2000 stream.
Since the transmission scenario of images is over wireless channels, which may have large number of errors concentrated in small bitstream segments, the initial header containing the specifications of the JPEG2000 coder is assumed to be fixed, and, thus, it need not be transmitted. The reason behind this choice is that this information should be correctly received prior to the decoding process and because it is very difficult for any forward error correction scheme to guarantee the recovery of this packet with a reasonable amount of channel protection.
Although the JPEG2000 coder offers excellent image quality while achieving high compression ratios, the generated bitstream is vulnerable to errors and a few bit errors may render the stream undecodable. The robustness of the JPEG2000 bitstream can be improved by activating the error resilient tools offered by the JPEG2000 coder. Specifically, using arithmetic coding termination at the end of each coding pass, the bit errors are localized and the decoding process continues with the unaffected code-blocks. Moreover, the arithmetic coder is initialized at the start of each code-block coding pass. The above error resilient tools, provided by JPEG2000, allow independent coding/decoding of the resulting code-blocks. In addition to the exploitation of the above features, we modified the MQ decoder in order to be able to partially decode the first corrupted coding pass. This modification further improves the efficiency of the overall system without sacrificing JPEG2000 compliance.
B. Independent Source Ordering
One of our primary goals during the design and implementation of the proposed system was the transmission of JPEG2000 streams in such a way so that the corrupted portion of the stream can be discarded and the rest of the information can be decodable. For this reason, we propose the division of the wavelet coefficients to be transmitted into disjoint sets , in the wavelet domain so that for and where is the set including all coefficients of the wavelet representation. If the disjoint sets of coefficients are channel-coded appropriately into channel packets, then the erasure of a packet during transmission will not prevent the uncorrupted information from being decoded. Although numerous combinations of disjoint sets of coefficients can be conceived, in practice, since blockwise coding is performed, the subbands of the wavelet decomposition were chosen in the present paper as a reasonable compromise (see Fig. 2 ) between coding efficiency and information decoupling.
C. Forward Error Correction
For the protection of the above independent information packets, we use a product code, i.e., a code which generates parity bits for data arrays in both horizontal and vertical directions (across rows and columns of the array, respectively). The row code consists of a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) combined with a systematic Turbo code [21] (see Fig. 3 ), while the column code is an erasure-correction shortened systematic Reed-Solomon code [6] . Reed-Solomon codes are effective when errors occur in bursts and their location in the transmitted symbol sequence is known. They are denoted by a pair , where is number of source symbols and is the total number of symbols in a codeword ( coincides with the number of packets in the product code array). When the position of the erasures is known, the error correction capability of these codes is . A different amount of protection, provided by Reed-Solomon codes, is allocated to each layer. Some overhead information is added to the stream to describe the Reed-Solomon policy and the size of the layers in bytes. The product code used for the protection of source symbols is depicted in Fig. 4 . All rows are protected using systematic Turbo codes. During the Turbo decoding of a received packet, the CRC indicates if the packet is corrupted. On the occurrence of a corrupted packet, the Turbo codes are used to recover the information. If, however, the packet is not corrupted, due to the systematic form of the Turbo codes, the source information can be directly extracted without the need for channel decoding.
III. CHANNEL RATE ALLOCATION
A. General Problem Formulation
Since the bitstreams generated from the JPEG2000 coder consist of layers with unequal importance, UEP should generally be applied for their efficient protection from channel errors. An equal error protection (EEP) policy using Turbo codes and Reed-Solomon codes can also be applied in order to protect the source symbols. Such a rate allocation strategy has the advantage that no overhead need be transmitted stating the channel codes used for each layer. However, its performance is significantly inferior compared to schemes utilizing UEP [22] .
A UEP algorithm for channel rate allocation is presented in this section. The proposed algorithm takes into account the importance of each packet (as defined in Section II) and allocates more channel symbols (Turbo code bytes and Reed-Solomon symbols) to packets carrying important information and fewer to other packets. In this way, packets that contribute with higher distortion improvement to the eventual image quality are better protected than the rest.
The rate allocation algorithm determines the number of channel symbols in each row and column of the product code array so that the remaining positions are available to source symbols. The problem formulated as above can be solved optimally under a specific target rate constraint by assuming that every product array includes the same number of source+channel bytes, namely . The idea of keeping the size of channel packets constant and varying the amount of protection according to the importance of source information was originally proposed in [23] and was subsequently used in [7] , [8] , and [24] - [26] .
As explained in the preceding section, the dependent layers are placed in the same packet, i.e., in the same row in the product code array. Since the channel codes are variable in both horizontal and vertical direction, the beginning of the first source byte in a packet is placed immediately after the last RS symbol. On the other hand, the Turbo-code stream begins after the last source symbol. Specifically we assume that in the th row of the product code array, there are RS symbols, source bytes, and Turbo-code bytes. The resulting product code array is schematically shown in Fig. 5 .
The transmission of each packet in Fig. 5 stimulates a reduction in the average (expected) distortion of the image reconstructed after transmission. Since transmitted packets are independent of each other, the eventual distortion reduction is the cumulative sum of the reductions achieved by the transmission of each packet separately, i.e., (1) where is the average distortion reduction caused by the transmission of the th packet. Our intention is to determine the optimal , , for by maximization of the average distortion reduction subject to the constraint for (2) where . In order to simplify our optimization formulation, we make two assumptions regarding the allocation of channel rate. Since the most important subbands are placed in the first packets we assume that the Turbo protection is nonincreasing with , i.e., Similarly, we assume that the number of RS symbols in a packet is nondecreasing with in the product code array, i.e., The probability that the th packet is erased is denoted by since, for given channel conditions, it depends on the code-rate of the Turbo code that was used for its protection. Moreover, let denote the distortion reduction achieved by the transmissionofthefirst sourcebytesonthe th packet.Although is, in practice, a discrete function our treatment here assumes a continuous extension of it.
is computed for each packet based on the wavelet coefficients that are included in the packet. This calculation is performed using information that is directly extracted from the JPEG2000 stream. Note that, in practice, is meaningful only in the interval equivalently we can consider that for . The expected distortion depends on the number of packets that are erased during transmission. In practice, an erasure occurs when the Turbo decoder is unable to recover the information in a corrupted packet. The average distortion reduction caused by the transmission of the th packet is given by
The term in (3) expresses the distortion reduction in the case of fully recovering the th packet by means of Turbo decoding, while is the average distortion reduction in case the th packet is corrupted and cannot be recovered by Turbo decoding. Assume that , is the probability that packets are erased. Then the average distortion reduction when the th packet is corrupted is (4) To gain insight regarding the term , assume that packets are erased (see Fig. 6 ) during transmission. This means that only the source symbols in product code columns in which there are at least RS symbols can be recovered. Since the RS rate is monotonically nondecreasing with , the portion of the stream that can be recovered is determined by the end of the RS stream in the packet. Thus, in every column on the left of the axis in Fig. 6 , there are at least packets carrying RS symbols which guarantee the recovery of the erased information.
The probability that exactly packets, out of packets intotal,areerasedisassociatedwith thenumber , , of erased packets at the th protection level, where is the number of applied Turbo protection levels 1 and the total number of packets protected at the th level. We define where the variable represents the probability that packets are erased among the packets at the th protection level. These probabilities are experimentally evaluated for the examined channel condition, and, therefore, the calculation of from (6) is straightforward. Using (2)- (4), (1) is seen to be equivalent to (7) However, since is zero for , only cases in which need be considered. Thus, (7) is equivalently expressed as (8) Note that the alteration of the RS rate for the th packet produces a change in the distortion reduction of the th packet and additionally affects the distortion of other packets, as well. This is due to the fact that, in practice, the RS rate in a packet varies the correction capability of the RS code across all packets. Note, also, that the first packet does not contain any RS symbols, and, therefore, . Our purpose is to maximize the distortion reduction given by (8) . For the efficient solution of the maximization problem, a two-stage procedure is followed. First, the RS code is kept constant and the Turbo-coding stream is optimized. Subsequently, the Turbo stream determined in the previous step is kept constant and the RS stream is optimized. The above procedure is repeated several times until convergence. It should be noted that since the appropriate amounts of RS and Turbo protection are determined using a two-step process, and not jointly, the above algorithm does not guarantee global optimization. In practice, however, the proposed allocation algorithm yields very satisfactory results.
The source/channel allocation algorithm can be summarized in the following pseudocode.
1) Initialize the Turbo stream by allocating random, nonincreasing, amounts of Turbo protection. 2) Initialize the RS stream by allocating random, nondecreasing, amounts of RS protection. 3) Calculate based on the corresponding probabilities for . 4) Optimize the Turbo stream keeping the RS stream constant. 5) Optimize RS allocation keeping the Turbo stream constant. 6) If the distortion is lower than that of the previous iteration then go to step 3); else, terminate. Summarizing the above, the resulting channel allocation algorithm can be seen as a recursion of a two-step process. The first step is intended to coarsely determine the Turbo protection by assuming constant RS protection. Similarly, the second step is to determine the strength of the RS protection. The algorithm stops when in two consecutive iterations there is no further decrease in the distortion. Although it is certain that the distortion will stop decreasing after a few iterations, the determined code-rates using this strategy may not be theoretically optimal since the optimization is performed in two stages and not jointly. In practice, however, this approach yields excellent allocations.
Despite the fact that the division of the original optimization problem in two distinct problems is much simpler, the solution of each of the two optimizations themselves is not straightforward. The Turbo optimization problem, described in the sequel, is treated by exhaustive search among all possible combinations of channel rate allocation. The RS optimization problem is treated using the algorithm in Section III-C. 
B. Turbo-Code Rate Allocation
The search space of all possible combinations of Turbo protection can be significantly reduced by taking into account a constraint on the allowable protection levels for Turbo-coded packets. This constraint is derived from the fact that the allocated Turbo code-rates must be nondecreasing if the packets are ordered according to their importance prior to application of the optimization algorithm. Thus, if the code-rate (i.e., the ratio of the source over the channel bits) of the Turbo code applied to the th packet is denoted , the channel constraint is expressed as (9) i.e., the most important layers receive more Turbo bits.
This constraint does not allow codestreams corresponding to high frequency subbands (lower decomposition levels) to take more channel symbols than these of lower frequency subbands (higher decomposition levels). In general, the initial set of Turbo code-rates includes with . Going from a packet to the next packet, this set can either remain unchanged or be reduced to a subset with lower protection (higher code rate) than the protection of the current node. The above procedure is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Thus, if the th packet is protected using Turbo channel code-rate then the only possible code-rate for the protection of all subsequent packets is also . In case the th packet is protected using code-rate , the th packet is always protected using rates from the set . If, however, this packet selects the following packets will also select ; otherwise, the available set for the selection of th packet protection is not reduced. The constraint of nondecreasing Turbo code-rates reduces dramatically the number of eligible combinations for Turbo code allocation. For example, if the packets are grouped into three sets that are protected using four available Turbo code-rates , , , , which is a reasonable assumption in practice, then the number of possible combinations is reduced from a total of down to 15. Thus, in the case of a limited number of Turbo code-rates, the optimal allocation can be determined by exhaustive search without imposing a heavy additional computational burden.
C. Reed-Solomon Rate Allocation
For the calculation of the optimal RS allocation, we visit the packets in the product-code block from the last packet to the first. During our search for the optimal amount of RS protection, the expected distortion reduction is calculated using (8) . The RS allocation achieving the highest distortion reduction is regarded as the initial RS allocation for the next iteration. Below, we prove a theorem that will help us formulate a fast algorithm for the optimization of the allocation of RS protection to the product-code packets. Note that, although our general packet/subband index is , henceforth, we also use to denote the index of the specific packet that is optimized.
Theorem: It can be shown that the function of the total expected distortion improvement with respect to the RS rate in the th packet is concave if the functions of the individual distortion improvements for each subband are concave with respect to the source bitrate.
Proof: From (8), the total expected distortion improvement can be expressed as (10) We denote as the function of the above distortion with respect to . By analyzing its rightmost term, (10) is expressed as (11) Let us assume that and , which are functions of the RS rate and the source rate, respectively, are continuous and differentiable (up to second order derivative). Then, the derivative 2 of the total expected distortion improvement with respect to is (12) and since for , the above expression becomes (13) By studying (13), we can gain insight about the RS rate allocation process. It is obvious that the three terms in the right-hand side of (13) determine the distortion improvement as changes. Since is an increasing function of the source rate, the first of the three terms indicates that as grows larger, i.e., the source rate decreases, decreases when the th packet is not corrupted. Equivalently, this means that . Similarly, the second term indicates that, as grows larger, decreases when the th packet is corrupted. However, when packets are corrupted in total and 2 We use the partial derivative symbol for the derivations since, in general, both D(1) and D (1) can be seen as functions of several variables.
, then the decoding of all other packets benefitsby the increase in theRS rate.This isexpressed by the positiveness of the third term in the rightmost side of (13) .
The second derivative of with respect to is (14) Since we assumed that , is concave everywhere, then is negative for . Trivially, all terms in the right-hand side of (14) are seen to be negative. Therefore, , and, thus, is concave [27] . In practice, the assumption that , , is concave for all subbands will not always hold. However, as seen from (8), due to the fact that is a sum of terms, it is almost always concave with respect to even if one or more of the are not concave with respect to the source rate. We optimize the allocation of RS bytes, i.e., the determination of for , by maximizing for each packet . Specifically, for each , the optimal , in the sense of maximizing the total expected distortion improvement, is calculated by searching in the interval . However, since was previously shown to be concave, it is not actually necessary to apply exhaustive search techniques, but instead a systematic way in which the maximum is calculated can be applied. There are only three alternative cases. Fig. 8(c) ]. The first two cases can be identified by calculating the gradient of at and , respectively. The gradient is calculated as where is a sufficiently small rate quantity. On the interval boundaries: and . Thus, if and have the same sign, then the maximum of the distortion improvement coincides with or . Otherwise, a bisection process must be applied to locate the appropriate .
The above are summarized as follows.
• If , then the maximum is at .
• If , then the maximum is in-between and bisection has to be applied.
A process which is complementary to the processes detailed in this section is described next. 
IV. REALLOCATION OF JPEG2000 SUBSTREAMS
In the preceding section, a channel rate allocation algorithm was presented consisting of a two-stage procedure for the allocation of Turbo and Reed-Solomon symbols. The solution reached using this algorithm would be satisfactory if the JPEG2000 streams corresponding to each subband were of equal importance and their source lengths were equal to the assumed packet's length. In practice, this situation never occurs. Instead, some subbands will contain significant information that cannot be accommodated in a single packet and will be left out, whereas some other subbands will contain less significant information with which they will fill their corresponding packet. Apparently, assigning a packet to each subband will not lead to the inclusion of the most significant information in the eventual transmitted stream. In order to tackle the above problem, a postprocessing procedure is applied for the reallocation of source symbols among subbands.
The procedure is composed by two successive processes. First, the slopes are calculated for each layer in a subband where is the distortion reduction caused by the transmission of the th layer in subband and is the layer's length (in bytes). If layers from subband have been included in packet and , where is the number of layers included from subband in packet , then bytes are dropped from subband and an equal number of bytes is added to subband . The procedure terminates when no further distortion improvements can be achieved by making room for significant layers by discarding insignificant ones.
In order to further refine the above allocation, a second procedure is invoked which searches for possible exchanges of terminating bytes between subbands that would lead to an increase in the distortion improvement. This procedure is terminated if no exchange is found to improve the overall distortion.
After the reallocation procedure, the subband source rates determined using the algorithm of the previous section will not correspond to the new subband source rates since some subbands will now need more source space in their packet and others will need less. However, the summations of the subband source rates before and after the reallocation process will be equal. Thus, the source symbols from a subband are placed in the beginning of the available source space in their corresponding packet leaving any remaining space for symbols from other subbands whose new (after reallocation) source rate cannot be accommodated in their own corresponding packet. This procedure made the resulting allocations even more efficient.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed scheme for the transmission of JPEG2000 streams over wireless channels (henceforth termed JPW) was experimentally evaluated for the transmission of the 512 512 test images "Lena" and "Peppers" over a flat-fading [28] Rayleigh channel simulated using the Jakes model [29] . Using this model, the channel is characterized by two parameters, i.e., the average received signal-to-noise ratio , which determines the average bit error rate, and the normalized Doppler spread 3 (i.e., the Doppler spread normalized by division by the data rate), which determines how quickly the channel changes over time. Therefore, in a practical transmission scenario, the decoder need only know the values of these two parameters that were used during encoding. According to [30] the burst length of a fade depends on , the and the received , which is related to the error rate as
The average burst length is computed using the following formula:
where is the received amplitude normalized by the RMS amplitude and given by
In Fig. 9(a) , the average burst length is presented as a function of whenthe dB.Respectively,inFig.9(b),theaverage burst length is reported for several when . All results are for dB . For the application of the proposed techniques, fivel level wavelet decomposition of images was performed and a product code consisting of 16 packets was used. In all cases a 1/3 code rate Turbo coder was used with generator polynomials [18] . The Turbo codes were applied for the protection of symbols in the horizontal direction of the array. The output of the Turbo coder was punctured in order to achieve higher code rates. The resultant set of available Turbo code-rates was {8/9, , 8/24}. An S-random interleaver [31] with was used with the Turbo coding/decoding processes. The maximum number of Turbo decoding iterations 3 Spectral broadening observed in the transmission of a pure frequency tone. was 20. A CRC-16 with generator polynomial was also used for the efficient detection of corrupted packets. Each packet had approximately 512 bytes. For the determination of the Turbo code-rates and the RS protection, the algorithm of Section III was used. In order to further improve the performance of our scheme, the approach in [32] was followed during decoding.
The proposed scheme was evaluated for the case of normalized Doppler spread Hz/bps and average SNR equal to 10 dB. The JPW scheme was compared to the methods in [4] and [15] for the transmission of "Lena." The method in [4] was implemented using the List Viterbi algorithm [33] with a list of 100 paths. The peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used as a measure of the reconstruction quality. 4 All reported results are averages over 50 000 simulations. The results in Table I clearly demonstrate the superiority of the proposed scheme. In particular our system outperforms the methods in [4] and [15] by 0.75 and 1.07 dB, respectively. In Fig. 10 the proposed scheme is compared to the method in [4] in terms of cumulative distribution function. As shown, the proposed scheme achieves approximately the same number of error-free cases as [4] . From  Fig. 10 , it is obvious that the proposed system guarantees the recovery of higher PSNR images. We should emphasize that for all transmission scenarios that we consider in this section, the transmission of unprotected JPEG2000 bitstreams would lead to unacceptable image quality (below 20 dB) in the vast majority of the cases.
The proposed scheme was also evaluated for transmission in channel mismatch conditions. In Table II and Fig. 11 , results are presented for "Lena" for the case where the scheme is optimized for normalized Doppler spread and dB and transmission is over a wireless channel with and variable
. The results show that the proposed method performs better than the methods presented in [4] and [15] . Specifically, the gain of our scheme over the method in [15] becomes smaller for higher average SNRs (less noisy channels) since, in this case, error-free transmission occurs more often, and the method in [15] has a larger achievable peak PSNR in error free cases. On the contrary, the performance gain of the present method over the method in [4] becomes larger for higher SNRs, due to the lower achievable peak PSNR of this method in error-free cases. In Fig. 12 , additional results are presented for "Peppers." The new results verify the conclusions reached using "Lena." For the sake of comparison, another mismatch scenario was considered. The proposed system was optimized for normalized Doppler spread and dB and transmitted over a wireless channel with dB and variable . The results for "Lena" are presented in Table III and Fig. 13(a) . The comparisons are with the methods of [7] , [13] , [15] . The proposed scheme has significantly better performance for slow fading channels due to the use of large packets. Although the performance of our scheme in channel mismatch conditions is less impressive for fast fading channels, it remains close to that of [7] , [15] . The performance of [7] is poor for slow fading channels. However, the system in [7] has excellent performance for fast fading channels, which is attributed more to the higher PSNR than to the finer UEP protection. Results for the transmission of "Peppers" over the predescribed channel conditions are presented in Fig. 14(a) . Although the method in [4] was proposed for channel conditions ( dB and ) which were closer to the actual testing conditions, the present scheme in most of the cases attains superior performance. Finally, our scheme was tested for transmission over wireless channels with and variable , when the optimization conditions were as previously and dB. The results for "Lena" are presented in Table IV and Fig. 13(b) . The present method has again the best performance for noisier channels. Specifically, the proposed method outperforms the methods [13] , [15] by a significant margin under these conditions, while the method in [7] collapses. Results for the transmission of "Peppers" over the predescribed channel conditions are presented in Fig. 14(b) .
In Fig. 15 , we present a visual comparison of decoded images using our method and the method in [4] .
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel image transmission scheme was proposed for the communication of JPEG2000 images over wireless channels. The proposed system reorganizes the compressed JPEG2000 stream in a product-code scheme consisting of Turbo codes and Reed-Solomon codes. An algorithm for the optimization of the [7] , [13] , [15] product-code was also proposed. The resulting schemes were tested for the transmission of images over wireless channels.
Experimental evaluation showed the superiority of the proposed scheme in comparison to other transmission schemes. 18 dB) . It should be noted that the performance difference between the two methods would be much more pronounced for transmission in channel mismatch conditions.
